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In this work, we extensively study the problem of broadcasting of quantum correlations (QCs).
This includes broadcasting of quantum entanglement as well as correlations that go beyond the
notion of entanglement (QCsbE). It is quite well known from the “No-Broadcasting theorem” that
perfect broadcasting of QCs is not possible. However it does not rule out the possibility of partial
broadcasting of QCs where we can get lesser correlated states from a given correlated state. In order
to have a holistic view of broadcasting, we investigate this problem by starting with most general
representation of two qubit mixed states in terms of the Bloch vectors. As a cloning transformation
we have used universal symmetric optimal Buzek-Hillery (B-H) cloner both locally and nonlocally.
Unlike entanglement, we find that it is impossible to broadcast QCsbE optimally. Lastly, we gen-
eralize these results for any symmetric or asymmetric cloning machines as well. This result brings
out a fundamental difference between the correlations defined from the perspective of entanglement
and the correlations measure which claims to go beyond entanglement.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
The impossibility to clone quantum states is regarded
as one of the most fundamental restriction which nature
provides us [1]. The “No cloning theorem” states that
there exists no quantum mechanical process that can take
two different non-orthogonal quantum states |ψ1〉, |ψ2〉
into states |ψ1〉 ⊗ |ψ1〉, |ψ2〉 ⊗ |ψ2〉 respectively. Even
though we cannot copy an unknown quantum state per-
fectly but quantum mechanics never rules out the pos-
sibility of cloning it approximately [1–9]. It also allows
probabilistic cloning as one can always clone an arbitrary
quantum state perfectly with some non-zero probability
of succsess [9, 10].
In the year 1996, Buzek et al. introduced the concept
of approximate cloning with certain fidelity. In this pro-
cess, the state independent quantum copying machine
was introduced by keeping the fidelity of cloning inde-
pendent of the input state parameters. This machine is
popularly known as universal quantum cloning machine
(UQCM) [2] which was later proven to be optimal [3, 11].
Apart from this state independent quantum cloning ma-
chine (QCM), there are also state dependent QCMs for
which the quality of copies depend on the input state
[3, 9, 12].
Quantum entanglement [13] which lies at the heart of
quantum information theory is one of the key factor for
better achievement of fidelity of QCMs [14]. Not only
that, it also plays a significant role in computational and
communicational processes like quantum key distribution
[15, 16], secret sharing [17], teleportation [18], superdense
coding [19], entanglement swapping [20, 21], remote en-
tanglement distribution [22] and in many more tasks [23].
Atleast in the context of quantum information process-
ing, purer the entanglement, more valuable is the given
two qubit state. Therefore, extraction of pure quantum
entanglement from a partially entangled state is consid-
ered to be an important task. Consequently, there have
been a lot of work on purification procedures by many
researchers over the last few years showing how one can
compress the amount of quantum entanglement locally
[24, 25]. The possibility of compression of quantum cor-
relations naturally raises the question if the opposite i.e.
decompression of correlations is realizable or not? Many
researchers have answered this query using the process
known as “Broadcasting of Inseparability” [12, 26, 27].
This question becomes important when there is an ex-
igency in increasing the number of available entangled
pairs rather than the purity of it. In simple sense, broad-
casting here refers to local or nonlocal copying of quan-
tum correlations [26, 28].
In general, the term broadcasting can be used in dif-
ferent contexts. Classical theory permits broadcasting of
information, however that is not the case for all states
in quantum theory. Cloning and broadcasting principles
demarcate the boundary between classical and quantum
worlds. In this context, Barnum et al were the first to
show that non-commuting mixed states do not meet the
criteria of broadcasting [29].
It is impossible to have a process which will per-
fectly copy (clone and broadcast) an arbitrary quanutm
state [1, 26, 29]. By referring to perfect broadcasting
of correlations we mean that the correlations in a two
qubit state ρab are locally broadcastable if there exist
two operations, Σa: S(Ha) → S(Ha1 ⊗ Ha2) and Σb:
S(Hb) → S(Hb1 ⊗ Hb2) such that I(ρa1b1) = I(ρa2b2) =
I(ρab). Here, I(ρab) is the quantum mutual information,
ρa1a2b1b2 := Σa ⊗ Σb(ρab) and ρaibi := Trai¯bi¯(ρa1a2b1b2)
[30]. Quite recently, many authors showed that correla-
tions in a single bipartite state can be locally or unilocally
broadcast if and only if the states are classical (i.e. having
classical correlations) or classical-quantum respectively
[30–33].
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2In the previous cases, we generally discussed about
broadcasting of a general quantum state or perfect broad-
casting of correlations. But when we refer broadcasting
of an entangled state, we generally talk about creating
more pairs of lesser entangled states from a given en-
tangled state where I(ρa1b1) and I(ρa2b2) are less than
I(ρab). This is done via the application of local cloning
operation on each qubit of the given entangled state, or
sometimes by applying global cloning operations on the
total input entangled state itself [4, 26, 27]. Bandyopad-
hyay et al. [27] showed that only UQCMs having fidelity
over 12 (1 +
1√
3
) can broadcast entanglement and further
that entanglement in the input state is optimally broad-
cast only if the quantum cloners used for local copying
are optimal. However, the fact that if local cloners are
used then broadcasting of entanglement into more than
two entangled pairs is impossible. Ghiu et al. addressed
the question of broadcasting of entanglement by using lo-
cal universal optimal asymmetric Pauli cloning machines.
They presented that if one employs symmetric cloners in-
stead of asymmetric ones, then only optimal broadcasting
of inseparability is achievable [34]. In other works, au-
thors investigated the problem of secretly broadcasting
of three-qubit entangled state between two distant part-
ners with universal quantum cloning machine and then
the result is generalized to generate secret entanglement
among three parties [28]. Various other works on broad-
casting of entanglement depending on the types of QCMs
were also done in the later period [35, 36].
In this work, we mainly investigate the problem of
broadcasting of quantum correlations (QCs). Tradition-
ally, by QCs we refer to entanglement. First part of our
study is about broadcasting of quantum entanglement
for general two qubit mixed states. For the first time
in the existing research on broadcasting, we provide the
broadcasting range for general two qubit state in terms
of Bloch vectors. To do this we apply the Buzek-Hillery
(B-H) QCM, both locally and non-locally. We sepa-
rately provide broadcasting ranges for werner-like and
Bell-diagonal states as illustration. In the second part
of our work, while exploring the possibility of broadcast-
ing of quantum correlations that go beyond entanglement
(QCsbE), remarkably we find that it is impossible to
broadcast optimally such correlations with the help of
any local or nonlocal cloners. We analytically prove this
by first taking the B-H state dependent and indepen-
dent cloners and then by logically extending our result
for the other cloners as well. This is indeed one such re-
sult which highlights how fundamentally two approaches,
QCsbE and entanglement, are different. However, we can
broadcast QCsbE if we relax the optimality conditions.
In section II, we first introduce the quantum cloning
machines, more specifically the state independent and
dependent versions of B-H cloners, which we will later
use for our local as well as nonlocal cloning processes.
In section III, we define broadcasting of entanglement
via local cloning operations as well as non-local cloning
operation and then obtain the generalized optimal broad-
casting range for any two qubit state in terms of Bloch
vectors. In each of the two above cases, we exemplify our
results for two types of mixed states: namely the Werner-
like and the Bell-diagonal states. In section IV, we give
the definition for broadcasting of QCsbE and explicitly
discuss the possibilities and impossibilities of such broad-
casting. Lastly, in section V, we conclude with a small
conjecture by which broadcasting of correlations beyond
entanglement might be possible.
II. QUANTUM CLONING MACHINES
BEYOND NO-CLONING THEOREM
Quantum cloning transformations can be viewed as a
completely positive (CP) trace preserving map between
two quantum systems, supported by an ancilla [3, 9]. In
this section, we briefly describe the Buzek-Hillery (B-H)
QCM which we will later use for analysing the possibility
and impossibility of broadcasting of entanglement as well
as correlations beyond entanglement respectively.
B-H cloning machine (Ubh) is a M -dimensional quan-
tum copying transformation acting on a state |Ψi〉a0 (i
= 1, ..., M). This state is to be copied on a blank state
|0〉a1 . The copier is initially prepared in state |X〉x which
subsequently get transformed into another set of state
vectors |Xii〉x and |Yij〉x as a result of application of the
cloner. Here a0, a1 and x represent the input, blank and
machine qubits respectively. In this case, these trans-
formed state vectors belong to the orthonormal basis set
in the M -dimensional space. The transformation scheme
Ubh is given by [4],
Ubh |Ψi〉a0 |0〉a1 |X〉x → c |Ψi〉a0 |Ψi〉a1 |Xii〉x
+d
M∑
j 6=i
(
|Ψi〉a0 |Ψj〉a1 + |Ψj〉a0 |Ψi〉a1
)
|Yij〉x , (1)
where i, j = {1, ...,M}, and the coefficients c and d are
real.
A. State independent cloning transformations
An optimal state independent version of the B-H cloner
(Ubhsi) can be obtained from Eq.(1) by imposing the uni-
tarity and normalization conditions which give rise to the
following constraints,
〈Xii|Xii〉 = 〈Yij |Yij〉 = 〈Xii|Yji〉 = 1, (2)
when 〈Xii|Yij〉 = 〈Yji|Yij〉 = 〈Xii|Xjj〉 = 0, with i 6= j
and c2 = 2M+1 , d
2 = 12(M+1) . Here, we consider M = 2
m
where m is the number of qubits in a given quantum
register. In the above transformation, by demanding the
independence of the scaling (shrinking) property on in-
put state parameters it is ensured that the quality of the
cloning (fidelity of the output copies) doesn’t depend on
the input state [3, 4].
31. Local state independent cloner
The above optimal cloner Ubhsi with M = 2 becomes
a local copier (U lbhsi). From Eq. (2) it can be easily
observed that the corresponding values of coefficients c
and d become
√
2
3 and
√
1
6 respectively. By substituting
these values of the coefficients in Eq. (1), we can obtain
the optimal state independent cloner which can be used
for local copying purposes[26].
2. Nonlocal state independent cloner
When M = 4 the above optimal cloner Ubhsi becomes
a nonlocal copier (Unlbhsi). Then the corresponding values
of the coefficients c and d in Eq. (2) become
√
2
5 and√
1
10 respectively. By substituting these coefficients in
Ubh given by Eq. (1), we can obtain the optimal state
independent cloner used for nonlocal copying purposes
[4].
B. State dependent cloning transformations
The B-H state dependent cloner (Ubhsd) was developed
from this B-H state independent cloning transformation
(Ubhsi), given in Eq. (1) with Ubh = Ubhsi, by relaxing
the universality condition: ∂D∂<inp> = 0; where < inp >
represents all the parameters of the input state. The
distortion D describes the distance between the input
and output states of the cloner [12].
With c = d = 1, the unitarity constraints on the B-H
cloning transformation in Eq. (1) give rise to the follow-
ing conditions on the output states, which are no longer
necessarily orthonormal,
〈Xii|Xii〉+
M∑
j 6=i
2 〈Yij |Yij〉 = 1, 〈Yij |Ykl〉 = 0 (3)
where i 6= j and ij 6= kl for i, j, k, l = {1, ...,M}. We
assume that, 〈Xii|Yjk〉 = µ2 , 〈Yij |Yij〉 = λ, 〈Xii|Xjj〉 =〈Xii|Yij〉 = 0, where again i 6= j for i, j, k = {1, ...,M};
µ and λ are the machine parameters. By equating the
dependence of the distortionD on the machine parameter
λ to zero, in each of the cases, we can calculate the value
of λ for which the B-H state dependent cloners become
optimal with respect to that ensemble of input states.
1. Local state dependent cloner
For the case of a local state dependent cloner (U lbhsd),
the distortion D is Dab = Tr[ρ
(out)
ab − ρ(id)a ⊗ ρ(id)b ]2. If
|ψ(id)a(b)〉 = α|0〉a(b) + β|1〉a(b) be an arbitrary pure state
of one qubit in mode “a” or “b”, where α, β represents
the input state parameters with α2 + β2 = 1 being the
normalization condition; then ρ
(id)
a = |ψ(id)a 〉〈ψ(id)a | and
ρ
(id)
b = |ψ(id)b 〉〈ψ(id)b | represents output modes in case of
an ideal copy. However, in a more realistic situtation
when cloning fidelity is non-ideal then the output state of
the cloner is given by ρ
(out)
ab . Solving the equation
∂Da
∂α2 =
0, where Da = Tr[ρ
(out)
a −ρ(id)a ]2; with ρ(out)a = Trb[ρ(out)ab ],
we can derive the relation between the parameters λ and
µ. It turns out to be µ = 1 − 2λ. So the permitted
range of λ is bounded by {0, 12} in this case. However,
it can be noted that here the value λ = 16 is restricted,
since for such values it reduces to the B-H optimal state
independent local cloner U lbhsi and consequently looses
the input state dependence property.
2. Nonlocal state dependent cloner
For the case of a nonlocal state dependent cloner
(Unlbhsd), the distortion D is Dabcd = Tr[ρ
(out)
abcd − ρ(id)ab ⊗
ρ
(id)
cd ]
2. If |φ(id)ab(cd)〉 = α|00〉ab(cd) + β|11〉ab(cd) be the non-
maximally entangled state of two qubits in mode “ab” or
“cd”; then ρ
(id)
ab = |ψ(id)ab 〉〈ψ(id)ab | and ρ(id)cd = |ψ(id)cd 〉〈ψ(id)cd |
represents output modes in case of an ideal copy. How-
ever, in a more realistic situtation when cloning fidelity
is non-ideal then the output state of the cloner is given
by ρ
(out)
abcd . Solving the equation
∂Dab
∂α2 = 0, where Dab =
Tr[ρ
(out)
ab − ρ(id)ab ]2; with ρ(out)ab = Trc,d[ρ(out)abcd ], we can de-
rive the relation between the parameters λ and µ. Here,
it turns out to be µ = 1 − 4λ. So the permitted range
of λ is bounded by {0, 14} in this case. However, it can
be noted that the value λ = 110 is restricted, since for
such values it reduces to the B-H optimal state indepen-
dent nonlocal cloner Unlbhsi thereby loosing the input state
dependence property.
III. BROADCASTING OF QUANTUM
ENTANGLEMENT
In this section, we consider broadcasting of quantum
entanglement (inseparability) with the help of both local
and nonlocal cloning operations. Let us begin with a
situation where we have two distant parties A and B
and they share a two qubit mixed state ρ12 which can be
canonically expressed as [11]:
ρ12 =
1
4
[I4 +
3∑
i=1
(xiσi ⊗ I2 + yiI2 ⊗ σi)
+
3∑
i,j=1
tijσi ⊗ σj ] = {~x, ~y, T} (say), (4)
where xi = Tr[ρ12(σi ⊗ I2)], yi = Tr[ρ12(I2 ⊗ σi)] and
tij = Tr[ρ12(σi⊗σj)] with [σi; i = {1, 2, 3}] are 2⊗2 Pauli
matrices and In is the identity matrix of order n. And
~x = {x1, x2, x3}, ~y = {y1, y2, y3} are Bloch coloumn
vectors and T = [tij ] is the correlation matrix.
4In order to test the separability as well as inseparability
for the bipartite states, we generally use Peres-Horodecki
criteria. This is a necessary and sufficient condition for
detection of entanglement for bipartite systems with di-
mension 2⊗ 2 and 2⊗ 3.
Peres-Horodecki criteria [37]: If atleast one of the eigen-
values of a partially transposed density operator for a
bipartite state ρ defined as ρTmµ,nν = ρmν,nµ turn out to
be negative then we can say that the state ρ is insepa-
rable. This criteria can be equivalently expressed by the
condition that at least one of the two determinants
W3 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
ρ00,00 ρ01,00 ρ00,10
ρ00,01 ρ01,01 ρ00,11
ρ10,00 ρ11,00 ρ10,10
∣∣∣∣∣∣ and
W4 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ρ00,00 ρ01,00 ρ00,10 ρ01,10
ρ00,01 ρ01,01 ρ00,11 ρ01,11
ρ10,00 ρ11,00 ρ10,10 ρ11,10
ρ10,01 ρ11,01 ρ10,11 ρ11,11
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (5)
is negative; with W2 =
∣∣∣∣ρ00,00 ρ01,00ρ00,01 ρ01,01
∣∣∣∣ being simultane-
ously non-negative.
A. Broadcasting of entanglement via local and
nonlocal cloning operations
Local cloning: Each of the parties now individually apply
a local copying operation on their own qubit i.e., U1⊗U2
to produce the state ρ˜1234. The B-H state indepen-
dent symmetric optimal cloning transformation (U lbhsi)
used for local copying is obtained by putting M = 2
in Eq. (1) with c =
√
2
3 and d =
√
1
6 . The corre-
sponding basis vectors are |Ψ1〉 = |0〉 and |Ψ2〉 = |1〉.
After we obtain the composite system ρ˜1234, we trace
out the qubits 2, 4 and 1, 3 to obtain the local out-
put states ρ˜13(= Tr24[U1 ⊗ U2(ρ12)]) on A’s side and
ρ˜24(= Tr13[U1 ⊗ U2(ρ12)]) on B’s side respectively. Sim-
ilarly, after tracing out the local output states from the
composite system, we have the nonlocal output states
ρ˜14(= Tr23[U1 ⊗U2(ρ12)]) and ρ˜23(= Tr14[U1 ⊗U2(ρ12)])
[see FIG. (1)].
Non-local cloning: Here, the basic idea is that the entire
state ρ12 (given in Eq. (4)) is in the same lab and the
intension is to have more than one copy of it. In that
process, we apply a global unitary operation U12 to pro-
duce ρ˜1234. The B-H state independent optimal cloning
transformation (Unlbhsi) used for nonlocal copying is ob-
tained by substituting M = 4 in Eq. (1) with c =
√
2
5
and d =
√
1
10 . In this case, the corresponding basis
vectors are |Ψ1〉 = |00〉, |Ψ2〉 = |01〉, |Ψ3〉 = |10〉 and
|Ψ4〉 = |11〉. Once we have the composite system ρ˜1234,
we trace out the qubits 3 and 4 to obtain the output
state ρ˜12(= Tr34[U12ρ12]) or the qubits 1 and 2 to obtain
ρ˜34(= Tr12[U12ρ12]). Next, proceeding in similar man-
ner, we obtain the remaining states ρ˜13(= Tr24[U12ρ12])
and ρ˜24(= Tr13[U12ρ12]) by tracing out the qubits 2, 4
 1  2
ρ
12
STEP 1:
STEP 2 :
U1    U2
 1  2
 3  4
14
ρ~ ~ρ
23
FIG. 1: The figure shows the broadcasting of the state ρ12
into ρ˜14 and ρ˜23 through application of local cloning unitaries
U1 and U2 on both sides.
and 1, 3 from ρ˜1234 respectively. We could have also cho-
sen the diagonal pairs (ρ˜14 & ρ˜23) instead of choosing the
pairs: ρ˜12 & ρ˜34 as our desired pairs. However, we refrain
ourselves from choosing the pairs ρ˜13 & ρ˜24 as the desired
pairs [4] [see FIG. (2)].
 1  2
ρ
12
STEP 1:
STEP 2 :
U1    U2
 1  2
 3  4
U12
34
ρ~
~ρ
12
FIG. 2: The figure shows the broadcasting of the state ρ12
into ρ˜12 and ρ˜34 through application of a nonlocal (global)
cloning unitary U12.
In principle, to broadcast the amount of entanglement
between the desired pairs (1, 4)/(1, 2) and (2, 3)/(1, 4)
we just maximize the entanglement between the out-
put pairs, regardless of the states between (1, 3) and
(2, 4). However, for optimal broadcasting of entangle-
ment across parties we require to minimize the amount
of entanglement within parties. This is because the total
amount of entanglement (E) produced is the sum of the
entanglement within parties (El) and the entanglement
across the parties (Enl), i.e E = El + Enl. The amount
of entanglement (E) is strictly less or equal to the total
entanglement of the input state. To maximize Enl, we
must have El = 0. In other words, for optimal broadcast-
ing we should have no entanglement between the qubits
(1, 3) and (2, 4).
Definition 2.1: An entangled state ρ12 is said to be
broadcast after the application of local cloning operation
5(U1⊗U2), if for some values of the input state parameters,
the states {ρ˜14, ρ˜23} are inseparable.
Definition 2.2: An entangled state ρ12 is said to be
broadcast after the application of nonlocal cloning oper-
ation (U12), if for some values of the input state param-
eters, the desired output states {ρ˜12, ρ˜34} are entangled.
Definition 2.3: An entangled state ρ12 is said to be
broadcast optimally after the application of local cloning
operation (U1⊗U2), if for some values of the input state
parameters, the states {ρ˜14, ρ˜23} are inseparable and the
states {ρ˜13, ρ˜24} are separable.
Definition 2.4: An entangled state ρ12 is said to be
broadcast optimally after the application of nonlocal
cloning operation (U12), if for some values of the in-
put state parameters, the desired output states {ρ˜12,
ρ˜34} are entangled, and the remaining output states
{ρ˜13(= Tr24[U12ρ12]), ρ˜24(= Tr13[U12ρ12])} are separa-
ble.
If we consider the non-optimal broadcasting then the
broadcasting range will increase whereas for optimal
one the broadcasting range will be small. Let us con-
sider a general pure two-qubit state in Schmidt form
|ψ12〉 =
√
λ|00〉〈00|+√1− λ|11〉〈11|, where λ is Schmidt
coefficient and 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. Now if we apply B-H local
cloning operation (U1⊗U2) on this state, the local output
states will only be separable when L− < λ < L+, where
L± = 116 (8±
√
39) [26] and hence it is the optimal broad-
casting range. If we relax the optimality condition i.e.,
El 6= 0 then we can easily conclude that the broadcasting
of entanglement may be possible for greater range of λ.
The same analysis is applicable for non-local cloning and
same type of feature will appear. Next, we will discuss
the optimal broadcasting of entanglement [26] in detail.
B. Optimal broadcasting of entanglement via local
cloning
In this subsection, we deal with the problem of broad-
casting of quantum entanglement by using local cloning
transformation.
The local output states ρ˜13 on A’s side and ρ˜24 on B’s
side respectively and are given in canonical representa-
tion by,
ρ˜13 =
{
2
3
~x,
2
3
~x,
1
3
I3
}
, & ρ˜24 =
{
2
3
~y,
2
3
~y,
1
3
I3
}
, (6)
where ~x, ~y are the Bloch vectors of the initial state ρ12.
Next, we apply Peres-Horodecki criterion to investigate
whether these local output states on either side of these
two parties are separable or not. After evaluating deter-
minats W2, W3 and W4 (as given in Eq. (5)) we obtain a
range involving input state parameters within which the
local outputs, ρ˜13 and ρ˜24, are separable. These ranges
for ρ˜13 and ρ˜24 are
0 ≤ ‖~x‖ ≤ 3
4
& ‖~x‖ ≤ 1 + x3 + x23,
0 ≤ ‖~y‖ ≤ 3
4
& ‖~y‖ ≤ 1 + y3 + y23 (7)
respectively. Here ‖~a‖ = Tr (a†a) with † denoting the
Hermitian conjugate.
We have the nonlocal output states ρ˜14 and ρ˜23 as
ρ˜14 = ρ˜23 =
{
2
3
~x,
2
3
~y,
4
9
T
}
, (8)
where ~x, ~y are the Bloch vectors and T is the correlation
matrix of the initial state ρ12.
Again with the help of Peres-Horodecki criterion we
find out the condition under which the nonlocal output
states will be inseparable. This condition for insepara-
bility of the states ρ˜14 and ρ˜23 involving input state pa-
rameters is given as,(
W l3 < 0 or W
l
4 < 0
)
and W l2 > 0. (9)
Here the explicit expressions of W l2, W
l
3 and W
l
4 are given
by Eqs. (32), (33) and (34) in Appendix-1.
Now combining these two ranges determining the sep-
arability of the local states given by Eq. (7) and insepa-
rability of the nonlocal states given by Eq. (9), we obtain
the range for broadcasting of entanglement.
To exemplify our above study with a local cloner, we
next consider two different classes of mixed entangled
states, namely: (a) werner-like states [38, 39] and (b)
Bell-diagonal states [20, 40] and then separately analyse
their broadcasting ranges.
1. Example 2.1: Werner-like States
First of all, we consider the example of werner-like
states. These states can more formally be expressed as,
ρw12 = {~xw, ~xw, Tw} , (10)
where ~xw =
{
0, 0, p
(
α2 − β2)} is the Bloch vector and
the correlation matrix is Tw = diag(2pαβ,−2pαβ, p)
with the condition α2 + β2 = 1 and 0 6 p 6 1. (Please
note that whenever we use M = diag(., ., .), we mean M
is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements given inside
the first bracket.)
The local output states obtained after applying cloning
operation on both the qubits 1 and 2 are given by,
ρ˜13 = ρ˜24 =
{
2
3
~xw,
2
3
~xw,
1
3
I3
}
, (11)
where ~xw is the Bloch vector of the state ρw12.
From Peres-Horodecki theorem, if follows that by using
Eq. (5) the local output states will be separable if either
of the following two conditions are satisfied,
0 6 p 6
√
3
2
& 0 6 α2 6 1, Or,
√
3
2
< p 6 1 & 2p−
√
3
4p
6 α2 6
√
3 + 2p
4p
. (12)
Similarly after cloning, we have the nonlocal output
states as,
ρ˜14 = ρ˜23 =
{
2
3~x
w, 23~x
w, 49T
w
}
, (13)
6where ~xw is Bloch vector and Tw is the correlation matrix
of the state ρw12.
Using Peres-Horodecki theorem, the inseparability
range of these nonlocal output states turn out to be,
3
4
< p ≤ 1 & N− < α2 < N+, (14)
where N± = 116{8 ± (48 − 81p2 + 72p )
1
2 }. On merging this
inseparable zone along with the separable zone given by
Eq. (12) we discover that the broadcasting range is ex-
actly same as the inseparability range given by Eq. (14).
In FIG. 3, we depict this broadcastable zone (given by
Eq. (14)) among the allowed region of input state pa-
rameters p and α. Next we provide two different tables
FIG. 3: The figure illustates the states which can be used
for broadcasting of entanglement via local cloning out of the
total input state space of werner-like states ρw12.
for detailed analysis of the above broadcasting range. In
TABLE I, we give the broadcasting range of the werner-
like states in terms of p for different values of the input
state parameter α2 and in terms of α2 for different values
of the classical mixing parameter p.
Broadcasting
α2 Range
0.2 0.87 < p 6 1
0.4 0.76 < p 6 1
0.5 0.75 < p 6 1
0.6 0.76 < p 6 1
0.8 0.87 < p 6 1
(i)
Broadcasting
p Range
0.76 0.40 < α2 < 0.60
0.85 0.22 < α2 < 0.78
0.9 0.17 < α2 < 0.83
0.95 0.14 < α2 < 0.87
1 0.11 < α2 < 0.89
(ii)
TABLE I: Broadcasting ranges obtained using local cloners
(i) in terms of p for different values of α2 and (ii) in terms of
α2 for different values of p.
Note 1 : We note that for p = 1, Eq. (10) reduces to
a non-maximally entangled state, for which the range
for broadcasting of entanglement comes out to be [26],
L− < α2 < L+, where L± = 116 (8±
√
39).
Note 2 : Similarly we note that for α = β = 1√
2
(i.e. when
|ϕ〉12 is maximally entangled), Eq. (10) reduces to the
Werner state [38], for which the range for broadcasting
of entanglement becomes, 34 < p ≤ 1.
2. Example 2.2: Bell-diagonal States
Here our initial resources are Bell-diagonal states to
the local cloner which can be formally expressed as,
ρb12 =
{
~0,~0, T b
}
, (15)
where ~0 is the Bloch vector which is a null vector and
the correlation matrix is T b = diag(c1, c2, c3) with −1 6
ci 6 1.
The above input Bell-diagonal state can be rewritten as
[20, 40], ρb12 =
∑
m,n λmn |γmn〉 〈γmn| where the four Bell
states |γmn〉 ≡ (|0, n〉+ (−1)m |1, 1⊕ n〉) /
√
2 represents
the eigenstates of ρb12 with eigenvalues,
λmn =
1
4
[
1 + (−1)mc1 − (−1)(m+n)c2 + (−1)nc3
]
.
Also, for ρb12 to be a valid density operator, its eigenvalues
have to be positive, i.e. λmn > 0.
Once again by applying local cloning and tracing out
the qubits we get the local output states as:
ρ˜13 = ρ˜24 =
{
~0,~0,
1
3
I3
}
. (16)
It turns out that for these local output states both W3 as
well as W4 given by Eq. (5) are non-negative and inde-
pendent of the input state parameters (ci’s). Hence, ρ˜13
and ρ˜24 will always remain separable.
On the other hand, the nonlocal outputs are given by,
ρ˜14 = ρ˜23 =
{
~0,~0,
4
9
T b
}
, (17)
where T b is the correlation matrix of the state ρb12.
The inseparability range for these nonlocal output
states of the input Bell-diagonal state ρb12 in terms of
ci’s, is given by
− 1 ≤ c1 < −1
4
&
(
γ < −9
4
or
9
2
− c− < c2 ≤ 1
)
Or,
1
4
< c1 ≤ 1 & (c− < c2 ≤ 1 or − 1 ≤ c2 < c+) , (18)
along with the condition that λmn > 0, where c± =
∓ 94 ± (c1 ± c3) and γ = Tr(T b). It is evident that the
broadcasting range of the Bell-diagonal state is same as
the inseparability range in Eq. (18) since the local output
states in this case are always separable.
In FIG. 4, we depict the above broadcastable zone
(given by Eq. (18)) within the permissible region of the
input state parameters, specified by the 3-tuple (c1, c2,
7c3) from Eq. (15). Now for −1 6 ci 6 1, where i =
{1, 2, 3}, the condition that ρ12 is necessarily a positive
operator, i.e. λmn > 0, results in giving a tetrahedral ge-
ometrical representation of Bell-diagonal states T whose
four vertices are the four Bell states or the eigenstates
|γmn〉. The separable part within the geometry of Bell-
diagonal states T comes out to be an octahedron O
which is specified by the relation |c1| + |c2| + |c3| 6 1
or λmn 6 12 . Within the tetrahedron T , the four entan-
gled (inseparable) zones lie outside the octahedron O, one
from each vertex of T with the value of λmn being great-
est at the vertex points for each of them [40]. Interest-
ingly, we discover that the broadcastable zone procured
by using the above broadcasting condition in Eq. (18)
turns out to be cones C s, fitting as small caps on these en-
tangled zones of the tetrahedron T . It is also consistent
with the fact that the maximally entangled states |γmn〉
lie at the vertices of T , so the broadcastable regions start
from those and vanish on the way towards the separable
part O. This is because the amount of entanglement
keeps decreasing in the same direction. In other words,
the states beyond the conic regions (C s) lack the amount
of initial entanglement required to be able to broadcast
the same by local cloning operations. It is interesting
FIG. 4: The figure illustates the broadcastable region ob-
tained using local cloning operations within the geometry of
Bell-diagonal states ρb12. The translucent tetrahedron T hosts
the Bell states |γmn〉 at the vertex tuples (-1,-1,-1), (1,1,-1),
(1,-1,1) and (-1,1,1) from each of which a (brown) cone C
emerges marking the broadcastable zones. The (black) oc-
tahedron O in the middle of the tetrahedron T depicts the
separable region within the Bell-diagonal state space.
to observe that if ci = −1 then cj = ck and if ci = 1
then cj = −ck where for each case −1 6 cj (ck) < − 58 or
5
8 < cj (ck) 6 1 with i 6= j 6= k and i, j, k = {1, 2, 3}. This
happens due to the symmetry of the Bell-diagonal states
and that of the conic broadcasting zones as depicted in
FIG. 4. For the same reason, we also find that the four
C s or the conic zones grow symmetrically and uniformly
from ci’s = −1 (1) and ceases to exist for any value equal
or beyond − 58 ( 58 ). Hence in the TABLE II, we give the
broadcasting range of Bell-diagonal states ρb12 for differ-
ent values of the first two input state parameters c1, c2
and variable over the third c3, between the valid zone
from −1 to −5/8 or 58 to 1. In this table, we restrict our
results only to the negative range of inputs for c1 and
c2 as the result of the broadcasting range in terms of c3
remains unchanged when corresponding positive values
of c1 and c2 are substituted in Eq. (18).
c1 c2 Broadcasting Range
− 7
8
− 7
8
−1 ≤ c3 ≤ − 34
− 3
4
− 3
4
−1 ≤ c3 < − 34
− 7
8
− 3
4
− 7
8
≤ c3 < − 58
− 3
4
− 7
8
− 7
8
≤ c3 < − 58
TABLE II: Broadcasting ranges obtained with local cloners
in terms of c3 for different valid values of c1 and c2.
C. Optimal broadcasting of entanglement via
nonlocal cloning
In this subsection, we reconsider the problem of broad-
casting of entanglement but this time by using nonlocal
cloning transformation.
The obtained nonlocal output states ρ˜12 and ρ˜34 are
identical and they can be represented as,
ρ˜12 = ρ˜34 =
{
3
5
~x,
3
5
~y,
3
5
T
}
(19)
where ~x, ~y are the Bloch vectors and T is the correlation
matrix of the state ρ12.
We apply the Peres-Horodecki criteria to find out the
condition on input state parameters under which the
above output states (ρ˜12 and ρ˜34) will be inseparable.
This condition of inseparability turns out to be,
Wnl3 < 0 or W
nl
4 < 0 & W
nl
2 > 0, (20)
where the explicit expressions of Wnl2 , W
nl
3 and W
nl
4 are
given by Eqs. (36), (37) and (38) in Appendix-2.
Next, the remaining states ρ˜13 and ρ˜24 are given by,
ρ˜13 =
{
3
5~x,
3
5~x,
1
5 I3
}
, & ρ˜24 =
{
3
5~y,
3
5~y,
1
5 I3
}
(21)
where, ~x and ~y are the Bloch vectors of the state ρ12.
Similarly, here also we apply the Peres-Horodecki cri-
terion to see whether these output states are separable or
not. After evaluating determinants W2, W3 and W4 (as
8given in Eq. (5)) we obtain a range involving input state
parameters for which the output states, ρ˜13 and ρ˜24, are
separable. This range is given by,
0 ≤ ‖~x‖ ≤ 8
9
& ‖~x‖ − x23 ≤
4
3
(1 + x3),
0 ≤ ‖~y‖ ≤ 8
9
& ‖~y‖ − y23 ≤
4
3
(1 + y3) (22)
respectively.
Now, clubbing the two ranges given by Eq. (20) and
Eq. (22), we obtain the range for broadcasting of entan-
glement for ρ12 via nonlocal copying.
Next, in order to exemplify our study with nonlocal
cloner we look into the broadcasting ranges of two differ-
ent classes of input states: (a) Werner-like states [38, 39]
and (b) Bell-diagonal states [20, 40].
1. Example 3.1: Werner-Like State
Quite similar to the previous section, here we re-
consider the class of werner-like states given earlier by
Eq. (10) and apply nonlocal cloning operation on it.
After cloning, the desired output states are given by,
ρ˜12 = ρ˜34 =
{
3
5
~xw,
3
5
~xw,
3
5
Tw
}
, (23)
where, ~xw is the Bloch vector and Tw is the correlation
matrix of the state ρw12. The inseparability range for these
states is given by,
5
9
< p 6 1 and H− < α2 < H+, (24)
where H± = 12±{ 1144p (27p2+30p−25)}
1
2 . The remaining
output states are given by,
ρ˜13 = ρ˜24 =
{
3
5
~xw,
3
5
~xw,
1
5
I3
}
, (25)
where ~xw is the Bloch vector of the state ρw12. These
output states will be separable if either of the following
two conditions are satisfied,
0 6 p 6 d& (0 6 α2 6 ξ−, or ξ+ < α2 6 1),
Or, 0 6 p 6 1 & ξ− < α2 6 ξ+, (26)
where d =
√
8
9(1−2α2)2 ξ± =
1
6 (3± 2
√
2)
After merging the separability and inseparability con-
ditions given by Eq. (26) and Eq. (24) respectively, the
broadcasting range of the werner-like state turns out to
be same as the inseparability range and is thus given by
Eq. (24).
In FIG. 5, we demarcate this broadcastable zone, given
by Eq. (24), amidst the prescribed region of input state
space. Quite similar to the local cloning situation here
also we provide two different tables for detailed analysis
of the broadcasting range. In TABLE III, we give the
FIG. 5: The figure illustates the states which can be used for
broadcasting of entanglement via nonlocal cloning out of the
total input state space of werner-like states ρw12.
Broadcasting
α2 Range
0.2 0.64 < p 6 1
0.4 0.56 < p 6 1
0.5 0.55 < p 6 1
0.6 0.56 < p 6 1
0.8 0.64 < p 6 1
(i)
Broadcasting
p Range
0.56 0.42 < α2 < 0.58
0.65 0.19 < α2 < 0.81
0.85 0.06 < α2 < 0.94
0.95 0.04 < α2 < 0.96
1 0.03 < α2 < 0.97
(ii)
TABLE III: Broadcasting ranges obtained using nonlocal
cloners (i) in terms of p for different values of α2 and (ii)
in terms of α2 for different values of p.
broadcasting range in terms of the classical mixing pa-
rameter p for given values of input state parameter α2
and in terms of the input state parameter α2 for given
values of classical mixing parameter p.
Note 3: We note that for p = 1 case Eq. (10) reduces
to a non-maximally entangled state, for which the range
for broadcasting of entanglement comes out to be [4, 27],
ξ− < α2 < ξ+.
Note 4: Again for α = β = 1√
2
(i.e. when |ϕ〉12 is max-
imally entangled) Eq. (10) reduces to the Werner state
[38], for which the range for broadcasting of entanglement
becomes, 59 < p ≤ 1.
2. Example 3.2: Bell-diagonal states
In this example, we once again consider the Bell-
diagonal states (given earlier by Eq. (15)) as our initial
entangled state.
Once the nonlocal cloner is applied to it we have the
desired output states as,
ρ˜12 = ρ˜34 =
{
~0,~0,
3
5
T b
}
, (27)
9where T b is the the correlation matrix of the state ρb12.
The inseparability range of the desired output states
is given by,
(6c1 − 3γ + 5)(3γ − 6c3 − 5)(3γ − 6c2 − 5)(3γ +
5) < 0 or (3c3 + 5)
(
(5− 3c3)2 − 9(c1 − c2)2
)
< 0 (28)
where γ = Tr(T b) along with the condition that λmn > 0
from the positivity of input density operator ρ12.
The remaining output states are given by,
ρ˜13 = ρ˜24 =
{
~0,~0,
1
5
I3
}
. (29)
These output states are independent of the input state
parameter (ci’s) and will be always separable since for
them the W3 and W4 from Eq. (5) comes out to be a
positive number. Hence, the broadcasting range of the
Bell-diagonal state is same as the inseparability range as
given in Eq. (28).
Quite analogous to our geometric analysis in local
copying case of the broadcasting region of Bell-diagonal
state, in FIG. 6, we depict the above broadcastable zone
(given by Eq. (28)) among the allowed region of the input
state parameters, specified by the 3-tuple (c1, c2, c3) from
Eq. (15). Similarly as in the case with local cloners, here
also we notice that if ci = −1 then cj = ck and if ci = 1
then cj = −ck where for each case −1 6 cj (ck) < − 13 or
1
3 < cj (ck) 6 1 with i 6= j 6= k and i, j, k = {1, 2, 3}. This
happens due to the symmetry of the Bell-diagonal states
and that of the conic broadcasting zones as depicted in
FIG. 6. For the same reason, we also find that the four
C s or the conic zones grow symmetrically and uniformly
from ci’s = −1 (1) and ceases to exist for any value equal
or beyond − 13 ( 13 ). Hence in TABLE IV, we give the
broadcasting range of Bell-diagonal states ρb12 for differ-
ent values of the first two input state parameters c1, c2
and variable over the third c3, between the valid zone
from −1 to − 13 or 13 to 1. In this table, we restrict our
results only to the negative range of inputs for c1 and
c2 as the result of the broadcasting range in terms of c3
remains unchanged when corresponding positive values
of c1 and c2 are substituted in Eq. (18).
c1 c2 Broadcasting Range
− 7
9
− 7
9
−1 ≤ c3 ≤ − 59
− 5
9
− 5
9
−1 ≤ c3 < − 59
− 7
9
− 5
9
− 7
9
≤ c3 < − 13
− 5
9
− 7
9
− 7
9
≤ c3 < − 13
TABLE IV: Broadcasting ranges obtained with nonlocal clon-
ers for different valid values of c1 and c2.
Interestingly, here we find for the above two cases that
the use of a nonlocal cloner despite being difficult to im-
plement gives us a much wider broadcasting range for
entanglement. In non-local cloning of entanglement, the
FIG. 6: The figure illustates the broadcastable region ob-
tained using nonlocal cloning operations within the geometry
of Bell-diagonal states ρb12. The translucent tetrahedron T
hosts the Bell states |γmn〉 at the vertex tuples (-1,-1,-1), (1,1,-
1), (1,-1,1) and (-1,1,1) from each of which a (brown) cone C ′
emerges marking the broadcastable zones. The (black) oc-
tahedron O in the middle of the tetrahedron T depicts the
separable region within the Bell-diagonal state space. Inter-
estingly enough, by the use of nonlocal cloner we find that
the height broadcastable conic regions have increased consid-
erably compared to that obtained in FIG. 4 with local cloners.
bipartite system as a whole gets entangled with a single
cloning machine, whereas in local cloning each individual
subsystem separately gets entangled with a cloning ma-
chine. A larger amount of entanglement transfer to the
machine takes place in the local cloning case. So indeed
it is not surprising that nonlocal cloning will produce a
wider range for broadcasting of entanglement than the
local cloning [27].
IV. BROADCASTING OF QUANTUM
CORRELATIONS BEYOND ENTANGLEMENT
In this section, we consider broadcasting of quantum
correlations which go beyond the notion of entanglement.
Here, we analyse the possibility of creating more number
of lesser correlated quantum states from an intial quan-
tum state having correlations using cloning operations.
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A. Quantum correlations beyond entanglement
Though QCs is synonymous to entanglement for pure
two qubit quantum states, however precise nature of the
QCs is not well understood for two-qubit mixed states
and multipartite states [38, 41]. It has been suggested
that QCs go beyond the simple idea of entanglement [42]
i.e., QCsbE. The basic idea of quantum discord and other
measures are to quantify all types of QCs including en-
tanglement [43–45]. Physically, quantum discord cap-
tures the amount of mutual information in multipartite
systems which are locally inaccessible [46]. There is an-
other approach to quantify QCsbE. This is done by dis-
tance based measures. Distance-based discord is defined
as the minimal distance between a quantum state and
all other states with zero discord [47–49]. It is similar
to the geometric measure of quantum entanglement [50].
As a result, this kind of measure is also called the geo-
metric measure of quantum discord (or simply geometric
discord). Here, we use this particular measure of discord
to quantify the amount of QCsbE present in between a
pair of qubits although our results hold for any measures
of discord (QCsbE).
Geometric Discord [49]: Geometric discord (GD) or
square norm-based discord [47, 48] of any general two
qubit state ρ12 (of the form given by Eq. (4)) is defined
as,
DG(ρ12) = min
χ
‖ρ12 − χ ‖ 2 , (30)
where the minimum is over all possible classical states χ
which is of the form p |ψ1〉 〈ψ1| ⊗ ρ1 + (1− p) |ψ2〉 〈ψ2| ⊗
ρ2. Here, |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉 are two orthonormal basis of
subsystems A. The states ρ1 and ρ2 are two density
matrices of subsystem B. In the above equation, ‖ ρ12−
χ ‖ 2 = Tr(ρ12 − χ)2 is referred to as the square norm
of the Hilbert-Schmidt space. For an arbitrary two-qubit
system (given by Eq. (4)), an analytical expression of GD
has been obtained [48], which is
DG(ρ12) =
1
4
(‖ ~x ‖ 2 − ‖ T ‖ 2 − λmax), (31)
where λmax is the maximal eigenvalue of matrix Ω (=
~x~xt − TT t). Here the superscript t stands for transpose
of a vector or matrix.
It is well known that geometric discord (GD) defined
above can increase under local unitary e.g., under a sim-
ple channel Λ: ρ → ρ ⊗ σ, i.e., a channel which intro-
duces an ancilla only [52]. In order to overcome this, it
was suggested that we can use different distance mea-
sures (norms) which will overcome this shortcoming [54].
Although information theoretic discord [43, 44] and GD
using trace distance norm are invariant under local uni-
tary, in general QCsbE are not monotone under any lo-
cal operations. According to Streltsov et al. [53]: A
local quantum channel acting on a single qubit can cre-
ate QCsbE in a multiqubit system if and only if it is not
unital.
Hence, we discuss the broadcasting of QCsbE under
two types of channel a) unital channel (Λu): I → I and
b) non-unital channel Λnu: I 9 I. We will call this
type of operations on the bonafied states as ‘processing’:
‘pre-pocessing’ (applying the channel on the input state
before broadcasting) or ‘post-processing’ (applying the
channel on the output states after broadcasting).
B. Definition of broadcasting of QCsbE via. local
and nonlocal cloning operations
Here, we define what we mean by the broadcasting of
QCs by using state independent (optimal) and state de-
pendent B-H cloning machines. These cloning machines
are applied both locally and nonlocally.
The scenario of broadcasting of QCsbE is similar to
that of broadcasting of entanglement (see Fig. (1 & 2)).
Let Q be the total amount of QCsbE produced as a result
of both local or non local cloning and the sum of the
QCsbE within parties (Ql) and the QCsbE across the
parties (Qnl) then Q = Ql + Qnl. To maximize Qnl, we
must have Ql = 0.
Definition 3.3.1: A quantum correlated state ρ12 is
said to be broadcast after the application of local cloning
operation (U1⊗U2), if for some values of the input state
parameters, the amount of QCsbE for the states {ρ˜14,
ρ˜23} are non-vanishing.
Definition 3.3.2: A quantum correlated state ρ12 is said
to be broadcast after the application of nonlocal cloning
operation (U12), if for some values of the input state pa-
rameters, the QCsbE for the states {ρ˜12, ρ˜34} are non-
vanishing.
Definition 3.3.3: A quantum correlated state ρ12 is said
to be optimally broadcast after the application of local
cloning operation (U1 ⊗ U2), if for some values of the
input state parameters, the QCsbE for the states {ρ˜14,
ρ˜23} are non-vanishing and for the states {ρ˜13, ρ˜24}, the
amount of QCsbE are zero.
Definition 3.3.4: A quantum correlated state ρ12 is
said to be optimally broadcast after the application of
nonlocal cloning operation (U12), if for some values of the
input state parameters, the QCsbE for the states {ρ˜12,
ρ˜34} are non-vanishing whereas for the states {ρ˜13, ρ˜24},
the QCsbE are zero.
C. Optimal Broadcasting of QCsbE via. local and
nonlocal cloning operations under unital channel
(Λu)
In this subsection, we investigate the problem of broad-
casting of QCsbE by using state independent (optimal)
and state dependent B-H cloning machines under the uni-
tal channel (Λu). These cloning machines are applied
both locally and nonlocally. As QCsbE are non-incrasing
under Λu, it is evident that we need not to mention it
everytime.
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1. Broadcasting of correlations using Buzek-Hillery (B-H)
local cloners
Here we use B-H state independent optimal (U lbhsi) and
state dependent (U lbhsd) cloning operation locally (given
by Eq. (1)) and we find that it is possible to broadcast
QCsbE by such methods but contrary to the broadcasting
of entanglement, we will not have optimal one.
Theorem IV.1 Given a two qubit general mixed state
ρ12 and B-H local cloning transformations (state inde-
pendent optimal U lbhsi or state dependent U
l
bhsd), it is
impossible to broadcast the QCsbE optimally within ρ12
into two lesser quantum correlated states: {ρ˜14, ρ˜23}.
Proof: When B-H state dependent cloning transforma-
tion U lbhsd (given by Eq. (1)) is applied locally to clone
the qubits ‘1 → 3’ and ‘2 → 4’ of an input most general
mixed quantum state ρ12, then we have the local output
states as, ρ˜13 = {µ~x, µ~x, T sdl } and ρ˜24 = {µ~y, µ~y, T sdl };
where T sdl = diag(2λ, 2λ, 1 − 4λ) and the nonlocal out-
put states, ρ˜14 = ρ˜23 = {µ~x, µ~y, µ T}. Here µ = 1− 2λ;
~x and ~y represent the Bloch vectors and T denotes the
correlation matrix of the input state ρ12. The GD DG,
calculated using Eq. (31), of the local output states
are given by DG(ρ˜13) =
1
2
(
1 + µ2‖~x‖ − 8λ+ 20λ2) and
DG(ρ˜24) =
1
2
(
1 + µ2‖~y‖ − 8λ+ 20λ2) which always re-
mains non-vanishing for 0 6 λ 6 12 . This is because
the minima of DG(ρ˜13) and DG(ρ˜24) come out to be
DminG =
w
2 − 25 at λ = 15 ; where w = 1 + µ2‖~x‖ or
w = 1 + µ2‖~y‖, giving w > 1 and ensuring always that
DminG > 0.
Hence we will never have optimal broadcasting of
QCsbE although it is possible that we can have task ori-
ented one.
2. Broadcasting of correlations using Buzek-Hillery (B-H)
nonlocal cloners
In this approach, we use symmetric B-H state indepen-
dent optimal (Unlbhsi) as well as state dependent (U
nl
bhsd)
nonlocal cloning operations (given by Eq. (1)) and we
find that, here also it is possible to broadcast QCsbE by
such approaches but not the optimal one.
Theorem IV.2 Given a two qubit general mixed state
ρ12 and B-H nonlocal cloning transformations (state in-
dependent optimal Unlbhsi or state dependent U
nl
bhsd), it is
impossible to broadcast the QCsbE optimally within ρ12
into two lesser quantum correlated states: {ρ˜12, ρ˜34}.
Proof: When B-H state dependent nonlocal cloning
transformation Unlbhsd (given by Eq. (1)) is applied to
clone the qubits 1&2 of an input most general mixed two
qubit state ρ12 (given in Eq. (4)), then we have the out-
put states, ρ˜13 = {µ~x, µ~x, T sdnl } and ρ˜24 = {µ~y, µ~y, T sdnl };
where T sdnl = diag(2λ, 2λ, 1− 8λ) and the desired output
states, ρ˜12 = ρ˜34 = {µ~x, µ~y, µT}; where µ = 1−4λ. Here
~x as well as ~y represent the Bloch vectors and T denotes
the correlation matrix of the input state. The GD DG,
calculated using Eq. (31), of the local output states are
given by: DG(ρ˜13) =
1
2
(
1 + µ2‖~x‖ − 16λ+ 68λ2) and
DG(ρ˜24) =
1
2
(
1 + µ2‖~y‖ − 16λ+ 68λ2) which always re-
mains non-vanishing for 0 6 λ 6 14 . This is because
the minima of DG(ρ˜13) and DG(ρ˜24) come out to be
DminG =
1+5w
34+8w at λ =
2+w
17+4w ; where w = ‖~x‖ or w = ‖~y‖,
giving 0 6 w 6 1 and ensuring always that DminG > 0.
Hence we will never have optimal broadcasting of QCsbE
although it is possible that we can have task oriented one.
Now moving beyond the realms of the above theorems,
we claim that if in the case of B-H state independent op-
timal cloners, when applied locally or nonlocally, we are
unable to broadcast the QCsbE optimally then no other
state independent deterministic cloner can do so. It is
mainly because of the recent result by Sazim et al that
for a given input state, the outputs of an optimal cloner
are least correlated since as the fidelity of cloning in-
creases the correlations transfer to the machine state also
grows [14]. Again in 2003, Ghiu et al showed that en-
tanglement is optimally broadcast and maximal fidelities
of the two final entangled states are obtained only when
symmetric cloning machines are applied [34]. So by com-
bining the above two results by Sazim et al and Ghiu
et al, we can logically infer that even asymmetric Pauli
cloning machines will be unable to broadcast QCsbE op-
timally since for those also the local outputs will always
possess non-vanishing GD [14, 34]. This enables us to
comprehensively conclude that optimal broadcasting of
QCsbE for any two qubit state via cloning operations is
impossible.
D. Optimal Broadcasting of QCsbE via. local and
nonlocal cloning operations under Nonunital channel
(Λnu)
In this subsection, we will discuss the possibilities and
impossibilities of broadcasting QCsbE under non-unital
channel (Λnu). Here many situations can occur depend-
ing on the free will of the parties: a) pre-possesing the
state with unital channel & post-processing with non-
unital channel, b) pre-processing with non-unital chan-
nel & post-processing with unital channel, and c) pre- &
post-procesing with nonunital channel. All these situa-
tions are equivalent in the sense that QCsbE can increase
under Λnu.
It is also evident that we can have task oriented broad-
casting of QCsbE and can increase the QCsbE of the
broadcasted states if needed. And conceptually the no-
tion of optimal broadcasting of QCsbE is not clear as we
can have quantum correlated broadcast states although we
start with totally classical correlated states.
V. CONCLUSION
In literature, generalized approaches exist for purification
or compression of entanglement procedures but no such
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generalization exists for broadcasting (decompression) of
entanglement via cloning operations [26, 51]. Such a
study can aid in discovering operational meaning of quan-
tifying the amount of entanglement [50]. In a nutshell,
in this work we present a holistic picture of broadcast-
ing of quantum entanglement via cloning from any input
two qubit state. We explicitly provide a set of ranges in
terms of input state parameters for a most general rep-
resentation of two qubit states for which broadcasting of
entanglement will be possible. We exemplify our general-
ized results by examining them for two class of states: (a)
Werner-like and (b) Bell-diagonal. We perform this study
with both type of cloning techniques, local and nonlocal,
to examine how the range of broadcasting increases un-
der nonlocal cloning operations. Thereafter, we focus on
the question whether broadcasting of QCsbE via cloning
operations is possible or not. Contrary to the broad-
casting of entanglement, we find that it is impossible to
broadcast such QCsbE optimally via cloning operations,
whether local or nonlocal, from a given quantum me-
chanically correlated pair to two lesser correlated pairs.
But we can have task oriented broadcasting for QCsbE.
We also explicitly reason out why the local outputs from
cloner (state dependent or state independent) will never
possess vanishing QCsbE which is imperative to broad-
cast QCsbE. However, we can intuitively conjecture that
if one tries to broadcast QCsbE to more than two pairs,
say N pairs, from an initial two qubit state then for some
N > 2 pairs there is possibility of success in broadcasting
such correlations optimally. This is because the nonlocal
outputs become unentangled when 1→ 3 and 1→ 7 pairs
are generated by the optimal local and nonlocal cloners
respectively, which hints that the QCsbE in the output
states decreases as more pairs are produced by the cloner
[27].
Our findings brings out a fundamental difference be-
tween the correlation defined from the perspective of en-
tanglement and the correlation measure which claims to
go beyond entanglement.
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Appendix-1: Inseparability range of nonlocal outputs obtained using local cloners
In this part, we evaluate the determinants W2, W3 and W4 (as given in Eq. (5)) of the Peres-Horodecki criterion
for the states ρ˜14 and ρ˜23 given by Eq. (8), and denote them as W
l
2, W
l
3 and W
l
4 respectively. The mathematical
expressions of these determinants are given as follow,
W l2 = −
1
64
[
4
3∑
i=1
(−1)δ3i (t3i + 3yi)2 + 9 (2x3 + 3)2
]
, (32)
W l3 = Lf +
1
36
2 2∑
i,j
tijti3t3j + t33
 3∑
i=1
t2i3 +
2∑
i=1
t23i −
2∑
i,j
t2ij
− 9
4
t33
3∑
i,j
t2ij + 3
3∑
i=1
(ti3xi + t3iyi)

−3
2

3∑
j=1
g3
2∑
i
{t2ij − x3t23j − y3t2j3} − 3
 3∑
i,j
tijxiyj −
2∑
i=1
2ti3xiy3 −
2∑
j=1
(tijxjyi − tiixjyj)


+3
2∑
i 6=j
{(tii − tjj)(xit3i + yiti3) + (tij − tji)(xit3j + yitj3) + (xiti3 + yit3i)t33}
 , (33)
W l4 =
1
68
K2 + 64 3∑
i,j
{4tijxiyj − t2ij}+
2
9
12
3∑
i,j
t4ij −
2∑
i,j
3∑
p=j+1,q=i+1
(t2ijt
2
qp − 4tijtiptqjtqp)
+
3∑
j=1
3,j∑
p=j+1,q
Sqt
2
1jt
2
pq + 4

3∑
i,j
xiyj
3∑
p 6=i,j
(tjitpp − tjptpi)−
3∑
i<j
(
xixj
3∑
p=1
tiptjp + yiyj
3∑
p=1
tpitpj
)
+
2∑
i=1
t22it
2
3i +
2∑
i>j
3∑
p=j+1
t2ijt
2
ip +
9
4
3∑
p=1
3∑
i,j
{
(−1)δpixp + (−1)δpjyp
}
t2ij

 , (34)
where δ is the determinant of correlation matrix T of the initial state ρ12, Lf =
1
66 (3
6 + 26Lδ), Lδ = 2δ+ 3g33 +
9
4L5,
g3 = (x3+y3), L1 = γ+−2(x23+y23), L2 = 94 (t33+γ+−2x3y3), L3 = x3+y3(γ−+ 94 ), L4 = −L2+ 32L3, L5 = t33L1+L4,
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g33 = (g3 +
3
2 )C33, Sq = (−1)1−δjq , γ± = ‖~x‖ ± ‖~y‖, K1 = γ2− + 94γ+, K2 = 38 + 64K1 + 89δ and δij is the kronekar
delta. Here ‖~a‖ = Tr (a†a) with † denoting the Hermitian conjugate. These nonlocal outputs ρ˜14 and ρ˜23 will be
inseparable when,
W l3 < 0 or W
l
4 < 0 and W
l
2 > 0. (35)
Appendix-2: Inseparability range of desired outputs obtained using nonlocal cloners
Here, we again evaluate the determinants W2, W3 and W4 (as given in Eq. (5)) of the Peres-Horodecki criterion for
the states ρ˜12 and ρ˜34 given by Eq. (19), and denote them as W
nl
2 , W
nl
3 and W
nl
4 respectively. The mathematical
expressions of these determinants turn out to be the following,
Wnl2 =
1
202
[
5(5 + 6x3)− 9
(
3∑
i=1
{t23i + yi (2t3i + yi)} − x23
)]
, (36)
Wnl3 =
9
203
f4 + f33 3∑
i=1
(t3i + yi)
2 −
`−
3∑
i=1
(ti3 + xi)
2
+ `+
2∑
i,j,k,l
S+tijtkl + 3
2∑
i,j
[t2ij − (xi − ti3)2]
−6
 2∑
i=1
(xiti2 + yit2i) + xi(t1it3i − t2it3i) + (−1)i+1
2∑
j=1
[tijtj3t3j + xiyi(tii − t2i)]
+
2∑
i 6=j
tij(ti3 + t3j)
+
2∑
i,j
(−1)δijy1tijtj3

 , (37)
Wnl4 =
1
204
f5 − 18 3∑
i,j=1
`ijt
2
ij + 81
 3∑
i,j
3∑
k,l
Sδt
2
ijt
2
lk + 8
2∑
i,j
3∑
k=i+1,l=j+1
tijtiltkjtkl
+ 1080 3∑
i,j
tijxiyj
+324

3∑
l=2
(
x2l
3∑
i
(t21i − t2li) + y2l
3∑
i
(t2i1 − t2il)
)
+ 2
 3∑
i,j
xiyjCij −
2∑
i
3∑
j 6=i,k
(tiktjkxixj + tkitkjyiyj)

 ,(38)
where f33 = (3(x3 + y3 + t33) − 5), f3 = 19 (5 + 3x3)2, S+ = (−1)i+j+k+l, f4 = 6y3C33 − f3f33, f5 = −275 − 1080δ,
Sδ = (−1)1−max(δil,δjk), `± = 5 ± 3t33 + 3x3, Cij is the co-factor of tij in correlation matrix T , and `ij are elements
of coefficient matrix [`ij ] =
(
43 25 25
25 7 7
7 7 7
)
. These desired output states ρ˜12 and ρ˜34 will be inseparable when,
Wnl3 < 0 or W
nl
4 < 0 and W
nl
2 > 0. (39)
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